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AudioEngine 5+ Speakers Video Review

Summary
Product Name: A5+ Powered Speakers
Manufacturer: Audioengine
Review Date: January 02, 2012 09:02
MSRP: $399
First Impression: Pretty Cool
Type: 2.0 powered (active) bookshelf-style speaker system
Power Output: 150W peak power total (50W RMS / 75W peak per channel), AES
Inputs: 1/8" (3.5mm) stereo mini-jack, RCA L/R
Outputs: RCA L/R audio (full-range, adjustable), USB Type A (power/charging)
Voltages: 115/240V, 50/60Hz manually switchable
Amplifier Type: Dual Class AB monolithic
Drivers: 5" Kevlar woofers, 20mm silk dome neodymium tweeters
Signal-to-noise: >95dB (typical A-weighted)
THD: <0.05% at all power settings
Crosstalk: <50db
Frequency response: 50Hz-22kHz +/-1.5dB
Input impedance: 10K ohms unbalanced
Protection: Output current limiting, thermal over-temperature, power on/off transient
protection, replaceable external main fuse
Dimensions (each speaker HWD): 10.75" (27cm) x 7" (18cm) x 7.75" (20cm)
Weight (LEFT speaker): 15.4 lbs (7 kg) Weight (RIGHT speaker): 9.6 lbs (4.4 kg)
Finish options: Satin Black, Hi-Gloss White, Solid Carbonized Bamboo
Power 10W (idle), 6W (mute), 4W (sleep)
25mm thick MDF cabinets
Torroidal power transformer
Includes: Remote control, 12ft 16AWG speaker wire, detachable power cord, 2m mini-jack
audio cable, 2m RCA to RCA audio cable

The last time we touched an AudioEngine A5 speaker was back in 2006. Now 5-1/2 years ago we felt
that the A5's had, and I quote "superb build quality, finish, and high-end sound quality". Well, nothing's
changed. End of review. See ya later.
OK, a couple things are different - but mostly for the better. First of all, if you loved
the AudioEngine A5 speakers, you can still get them - in fact, they're $50 less
then they were when we reviewed them. The A5+ speakers, however are more or
less a model that is designed for multimedia or active monitor use. They lack the
odd top USB charger of the A5, instead moving it to the back. They also dropped
the auxiliary power outlet, which was perfect for the popular Apple Airport adapter.
What they added was a pair of RCA inputs - and they made the RCA outputs
variable - so you can connect them up to a subwoofer and get extension well below 50Hz, which is
about what you can expect from the A5+ speakers on their own. For multimedia speakers, the
extension of the AudioEngine A5+'s is going to give you some excellent real-world low end not found on
most other 2.0 systems. But like we said - add their S8 sub or a similar model and it gets even better.
The build quality on these speakers is still pretty exceptional, with around 1/2-inch of MDF for the
enclosure, but the front baffles look to have a bit more material. The woofer is a 5-inch Kevlar model
and the tweeter is silk-domed. The passive crossover is more advanced than you typically see on
speakers costing this much and the sound reflects an attention to detail with respect to how everything
works together. The 50W per channel amplifier is all housed in a plate amp on the left speaker, but the
quality is superb, with a large toroidal transformer topping off the power supply. The cabinet is hand
finished according to AudioEngine and the speakers are available in Black, White, or a Premium
Bamboo that carries a $70 upcharge.
There's also a remote control to handle
volume adjustment and muting. The Mute
and Sleep buttons do essentially the same
thing, which is to dim the audio down to
zero and, at least in the case of the sleep
button, put the unit into a standby mode.
Press the button or adjust the Volume, and
the speakers will "wake" from either Mute
or Sleep modes.
Listening was, of course, the best part of
reviewing these speakers and we played
them very loud. Queensryche Empire 20th Anniversary Edition topped my list
because I was testing out our Spotify
Premium account and I hadn't heard that band in a while. Stereo imaging was rock solid and these
speakers have a way of playing at very high volumes without bottoming out, though there did seem to
be some slight compression in the midrange. We also fed them with high quality audio from iTunes,
including tracks from Switchfoot, R.E.M., Yes, Boston, and Pink Floyd. It was an eclectic day of
listening, but it also proved that it doesn't really matter what kind of music you piped through the A5+'s,
they sounded better than just about every multimedia speaker I've heard in the past few years. In
particular, we loved the dynamics and spatial imaging afforded by songs such as Yes' "Leave It". It was
this kind of performance that had us listening to the AudioEngine speakers for hours at a sitting. Now,
at $399/pair, the A5+ speakers aren't going to be for everyone. But if you like quality sound, they can
really hold their own against many of the similarly-priced powered monitors we've heard from the
competition. The only exception would be bass - they don't artificially enhance theirs and so you might
get more from a competitor. But we would say that this is a benefit because you shouldn't tune cabinets
this size that low - just plan to get a subwoofer.

These speakers are easy to set up, easy to use, easy on the ears... we just wish they were a bit more
easy on the pocketbook. Still, they sound great and if you put these on your workstation or desk we
think you're going to be impressed with what you hear.

